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Summary
On 29 January 2019, Golden-Agri Resources (GAR) hosted a workshop on the potential implications
of the Renewable Energy Directive Delegated Act on ILUC for the sustainability efforts of biofuel
feedstock producers and buyers. These implications were explored from the point of view of
different stakeholders, namely representatives of the European Parliament, academia/research,
certification bodies, and industry (buyers).
Below you will find a summary of the main ideas and points presented during the workshop:
 MEP Richard Ashworth shared his reasons for supporting the promotion of sustainable palm
oil, namely its high productivity and the fact that it provides good living standards to farmers who
would otherwise probably be relying on subsistence farming. In MEP Ashworth’s statement, he
indicated that “there is good and bad palm oil”, which depends on how it is produced, and that
“it is irresponsible to brand all palm oil as bad”, as this approach “undermines the efforts of all
those who are fighting to make good sustainable palm oil the norm rather than the exception”.
 Agus Purnomo, Sustainability Director at Golden Agri-Resources, presented GAR, with its
100,000 employees and 70,000 smallholders, evoking its investments towards better
sustainability practices and contribution to the development of stronger sustainability standards
through the International Sustainability and Carbon Certification system. He explained that as a
result, GAR exports sustainably certified, low greenhouse gas emissions palm oil to Europe. Mr
Purnomo hoped for more dialogue on the delegated act in order to find a biofuel-feedstock
solution that addresses the key aspirations of the parties. Finally, he noted that the EU has a
unique opportunity to help feedstock producers produce sustainably and adopt high social and
environmental standards.
 Dr. Jannick Schmidt, a researcher at Aalborg University, warned about the possible
unintended effects of phasing out palm oil: “If the EU stops the use of palm oil and switches to
rapeseed for biofuel, we will have to produce more rapeseed for biofuel-use at the expense of
other agricultural products. This means that land conversion will still take place elsewhere,
potentially in places like Indonesia or Brazil where cheap land is available.”
 Andreas Feige, Managing Director of ISCC (International Sustainability & Carbon
Certification), touched on the importance of helping smallholders produce sustainably as they
are responsible for much of the production land. “Smallholders’ crops have low yields, which
puts pressure on land. Therefore, supporting measures such as replanting in smallholders’
plantations would help reduce deforestation.
 From industry, Horacio Gonzalez Alemán – advisor to the Spanish Foundation for
Sustainable Palm Oil – regretted that “palm oil has been demonised in an irrational way” and
stressed the need to find solutions as opposed to simply highlighting the problems with palm oil
production. Pointing to the usefulness of certifications in incentivising and enabling sustainable
production, Mr Gonzalez noted that “ISCC is the reference for all imported palm oil for biofuel
production in Europe,” adding that “on food and feed uses, 74 percent of palm oil is certified
sustainable, while 84 percent is sourced under No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation
(NPDE) policies.”
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In his closing remarks, Agus Purnomo highlighted three main thoughts for the
audience’s consideration:
1. The delegated act should allow certified sustainable biofuel producers to
contribute to the renewable energy targets;
2. Categorising biofuel feedstocks into high-risk and low-risk ILUC removes the
incentive for “low-risk ILUC” to produce sustainably; and
3. Future EU biofuel policy should be fair (i.e. apply the same standards to all
biofuel feedstocks) and should consider the social and economic
contribution throughout the supply chain.
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Moderator and Speakers
Dafydd ab Iago
Dafydd ab Iago is Argus Media's EU Correspondent. Based in Brussels, he closely follows
EU policy and how it affects energy, emissions and commodity markets.
Previously, Dafydd was energy correspondent for EU affairs daily Europolitics.
He is a board member of the Brussels Press Club and vice president of the Association de
la presse internationale.
Dafydd was educated at Oxford, Vienna, and Bristol. He has researched Belgian politics
and identity in Brussels. Dafydd has also reported on economic affairs and tourism as well
as being a news reader for Radio Flanders International. In 1999, Dafydd set up and edited Trends International,
a Belgian business monthly formerly published by Roularta Media Group.
He has also written for numerous publications including Parliament Magazine, the European Voice, EuroBusiness,
European Agenda, The Bulletin, Times Higher Education, BrandChannel. Dafydd was also the Brussels
correspondent for Deutsche Welle's English-language service and has worked for BBC Scotland.

MEP Richard Ashworth, Independent MEP for the South East of England
Richard has represented the South East of England in the European Parliament since 2004 and
sits as an independent MEP in the European People’s Party.
Richard is a member of the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on Agriculture and Rural
Development, and is a substitute member of the Committee on Budgetary Control. He is also
a member of the Delegation for relations with the countries of Southeast Asia and the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
In recent years, Richard has been rapporteur for the 2018 Budget, the revision of the EU’s
financial rules, and the Court of Auditor’s review on the 5% staff reduction across the EU
institutions.
Prior to joining the EPP group in April 2018, Richard was part of the UK Conservative delegation in the European
Conservatives and Reformists group, where he has held the positions of Chief Whip and Leader.
As well as having a long-term interest in politics, Richard's life has heavily revolved around farming. He worked
extensively in Canada and New Zealand returning as a dairy farmer in East Sussex for over thirty years and during
this time developed his own business processing and retailing dairy products. Richard subsequently became a
founder director and Chairman of United Milk Plc.
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Dr. Jannick Schmidt, researcher, Aalborg University
Jannick Schmidt has more than 17 years of experience working with LCA. Jannick has worked
on palm oil and land use changes since 2004, including detailed LCAs for major palm oil
producers in Indonesia and Malaysia, palm oil users in the EU as well as NGOs such as RSPO.
Jannick obtained his PhD in 2007 with a study on a comparative LCA of palm oil and rapeseed
oil. Since 2008, he has been the CEO of 2.-0 LCA consultants. Jannick Schmidt also holds a
part time associate professorship at Aalborg University.
He has contributed to the development of methodologies for LCA modelling, modelling of
indirect land use changes (iLUC), life cycle impact assessment (biodiversity), LCI database development (e.g.
ecoinvent, Exiobase), input-output LCA, mass flow analysis, and national footprinting. He has worked with LCA
applied to several sectors where agri-food systems, biofuels, waste management, and chemicals are the major
ones.

Andreas Feige, Managing Director, ISCC (International Sustainability & Carbon
Certification)
Andreas Feige studied Mechanical Engineering in Aachen and London and spent ten years in
leading industry positions. Before he became Managing Director of ISCC Systems he enjoyed
a consulting career for more than twenty years in the area of innovation and sustainability.
Andreas Feige is one of the founding members and Managing Director of ISCC (International
Sustainability and Carbon Certification) a leading standard for sustainability and greenhouse
gas emissions.
Andreas is committed to improving smallholder livelihood and helps to implement innovative online tools and mobile
apps supporting compliance with sustainability requirements. ISCC certification ensures deforestation free and full
traceability of material in food, feed and bioenergy markets as well as for the chemical industry.

Horacio Gonzalez Alemán, Executive Advisor, Spanish Foundation for Sustainable
Palm Oil
Horacio Gonzalez Aleman is a Lawyer and Postgraduate in European Studies and Agri-food
Business. He has more than 25 years of experience in Food Chain issues after holding
different positions in Food & Drink Industry Organisations, both at national and European
level, as well as in the OECD Business and Industry Advisory Committee.
He has an in-depth knowledge of regulatory affairs, internal market and economic issues
affecting the Food Industry. Executive Advisor to the Spanish Foundation for Sustainable
Palm Oil.
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Remarks by MEP Richard Ashworth
On behalf of Mr. Ashworth, I would like to thank you for attending today’s workshop on
Encouraging Sustainable Biofuel Production.
Unfortunately, Mr. Ashworth has taken ill and cannot join us today, but he has relayed his
views and remarks to us and has agreed to let us share his views on his behalf.
He is sorry he could not make it, but he wanted to use this opportunity to convey the
importance of encouraging sustainable biofuel production . At the outset of commenting on
the issue at hand, Mr. Ashworth wanted to declare his interests: Mr Ashworth is himself a
farmer in the UK and is a member of the ASEAN delegation of the European Parliament. As
such he is very familiar with issues regarding first-generation biofuel production and with Palm
Oil producing countries such as Indonesia.
Moreover, Mr Ashworth wanted to disclose from the beginning that he is in favour of
sustainable Palm Oil and Palm Oil Producers who actively try to help Palm Oil make a
positive contribution to society in producing countries.
In this light, Mr. Ashworth wanted to explain and qualify his position:
Oil Palm is an amazing crop with a phenomenal productivity. It provides good
living standards to farmers who would otherwise probably be relying on
subsistence farming. In addition, Palm Oil is an extraordinary product that is highly
adaptable and is thus found in most things we eat and consume more broadly. These are all
reasons why Palm Oil is used to feed the worlds insatiable appetite for fats and oils in food
and biofuels.
However, there are two major problems with Palm Oil as a crop:


Firstly, it has a very small gene pool to selectively breed from. As a
consequence, the wall to wall monocultures of the crop that are found in producing
countries invite diseases or pests to spread. This looks like an accident waiting to
happen.
Secondly, Oil Palms can only grow in a very limited area of the world.
Approximately more or less 5% from the equator – and this is the prime area for one
of the world’s vital natural resources - the rainforest. Is there a conflict with the
potential industrial benefit of the crop? – Undoubtedly, yes.



BUT, there is good and bad Palm Oil. The downside of Palm Oil production depends on
the way it is produced:




If Palm Oil is responsibly produced on a strictly controlled area of land, it can be
sustainable. Then it can provide good standards of living to farmers in producing
countries and support the economy of producing countries which in turn enables
investment in better care and management of natural resources.
Nevertheless, irresponsibly produced Palm Oil is a threat to global eco
systems, is destructive of natural resources and is therefore unacceptable.

Against this background, NGOs should note that it is not helpful – it is even
irresponsible – to brand all palm oil as bad. Such an approach just undermines the
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efforts of all those who are fighting to make good sustainable palm oil the norm rather than
the exception.
Similarly, western governments who are outlawing the whole crop are not aiding their own
goals to fight climate change by preventing deforestation in rainforest areas.
The solution to the problem is to strengthen and encourage sustainable
production. Producers should have smarter certification schemes and very strict area control.
Importantly, producers must be disciplined by the responsible governments if they are not
complying with environmental standards. It must also be seen as the interest of the
governments of the producing countries to fight practices that lead to images of Singapore
smogged out with smoke from Sumatra. These practices damage the image of the product of
producers worldwide.
It is this positive and constructive approach that we have to push forward to encourage rather
than to inhibit the sustainable production of crops such as Palm Oil.
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Workshop on “Encouraging Sustainable Biofuel Production – Certifying Low-iLUC Risk Feedstock”, Stanhope Hotel, Brussels

Low-iLUC Palm Oil Production
- Presentation of GAR study
Jannick Schmidt1 and Haskarlianus Pasang2
29th January 2019
1 Aalborg

University & 2.-0 LCA consultants
Rendsburggade 14, room 1.431
9000 Aalborg, Denmark
www.lca-net.com
Jannick.Schmidt@lca-net.com
2 Golden
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Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Nature conservation, Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2018

Agri-Resources

Background and purpose
 Background: Concern… because…
 Oil palm planted area in Indonesia and Malaysia
– 5.4 million ha 2000

(3% of land area)

– 14.4 million ha 2017

(7% of land area)

Expansion at 0.53 mill ha/year

 Forest area in Indonesia and Malaysia
– 121 million ha 2000
– 113 million ha 2016

(57% of land area)
(53% of land area)

Loss at 0.53 mill ha/year


 This presentation
– iLUC: linking deforestation with it’s drivers
– How to reduce iLUC?
– Examples: Golden Agri-Resources (Sungai Rungau and
Hanau) & RSPO certified vs non-certified palm oil

Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2018

Source: FAOSTAT (2019)
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Indirect land use changes (iLUC)
- Linking deforestation with it’s drivers

~11% of global GHG

?
IPCC (2014), Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report



















iLUC model

- Assumptions

 Land use changes are caused by the demand for land
 There is a market for land
 The market for land is global:
– crops can be grown in different regions
– crops/food/biomass are substitutable and are traded on the global
market

Demand for land can be met by:
– Transformation of land
– Intensification of land already in use
 Crowdfunded project since 2011: the 2.-0 LCA iLUC model
 Webpage: https://lca-net.com/clubs/iluc/

 27 members: Universities, Companies, NGOs, Agencies, JRC…
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Direct and indirect Land-Use Changes
 Effect of 1 ha additional rapeseed field somewhere?
Somewhere

Indirect effects:
Land for displaced crops?
Indirect intensification

Somewhere else – at the frontier

Direct land use
changes (dLUC)
Indirect land use
changes (iLUC)
5

How to reduce iLUC
 iLUC can be reduced by
– High yields
– Protection of HCS for being converted = nature conservation
– Further: GHG can be reduced by conserving peat and by
water table management
 This can be ensured by
– Choose RSPO certified palm oil
– Choose palm oil from producers which protect HCS
– Value-chain partnerships that ensures protection og HCS

Pictures: Jannick Schmidt. Tanjung Puting, Central Kalimantan 2018
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Nature conservation and dLUC and iLUC
 Effect of 1 ha Nature conservation
 The choice:
– Cultivate oil palm, or
– Nature conservation

Oil palm plantation in Indonesia
- with nature in land bank

Somewhere else – at the frontier

Avoided direct land
use changes (-dLUC)
Indirect land use
changes (iLUC)
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What matters? Nature conservation

 1 ha*year average nature conservation (mineral soil) = 1 tonne CO2

 1 ha*year average nature conservation (peat soil) = 33-42 tonne CO2

Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Nature conservation, Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2017 & 2018
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What matters? Peat and water management
Account for 22-45% of GHG emissions
Average: 73 cm  41 t CO2/ha*year
Certified: 57 cm  32 t CO2/ha*year

Good water management
Golden Agri-Resources

0.25 m

O2

Poor water management
non-certified grower

CO2
+C

Drainage

1.2
m

Peat = Organic soil (high carbon)
Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Peat water management, Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2018
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LCA studies of vegetable oil

- Golden Agri-Resources and RSPO studies

Schmidt J (2018) Life cycle assessment of palm oil – Golden Agri-Resources pilot study on GHG and biodiversity mitigation options. Paper ICOPE 2018.
Schmidt J and De Rosa M (2016). Comparative LCA of RSPO certified and non-certified palm oil. 2.-0 LCA consultants: https://lca-net.com/clubs/palm-oil/
Schmidt J (2015) Life cycle assessment of five vegetable oils. Journal of Cleaner Production 87 (2015) pp 130-138
10

LCA studies of vegetable oil

- Golden Agri-Resources (GAR) and RSPO studies
5.34
iLUC
Oil crop cultivation
Oil mill and refinery
Nature conservation

kg CO2-eq/kg refined oil

5
4
3.41
3.09
3

2.53
2.27

2
1
0

Rapeseed

Palm, non-cert Palm, RSPO

Palm, GAR
Hanau

Palm, GAR
Sungai Rungau

Schmidt J (2018) Life cycle assessment of palm oil – Golden Agri-Resources pilot study on GHG and biodiversity mitigation options. Paper ICOPE 2018.
Schmidt J and De Rosa M (2016). Comparative LCA of RSPO certified and non-certified palm oil. 2.-0 LCA consultants: https://lca-net.com/clubs/palm-oil/
Schmidt J (2015) Life cycle assessment of five vegetable oils. Journal of Cleaner Production 87 (2015) pp 130-138
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The devil lies in the detail…
- GHG emissions

Low peat share
Low drainage depth
High yield

More biogas capture

Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Nature conservation, Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2018

Higher fertiliser
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Conclusions
 Model
– Top-down consistent iLUC model
 Results
– Palm compared to rapeseed oil
– Non-certified 73% worse
– Two GAR mills 18-27% better
– Potential for further reductions
 LUC emissions can be reduced by
– Maintaining high yields
– Nature conservation
– Avoid peat
– Manage peat
Pictures: Jannick Schmidt. Tanjung Puting, Central Kalimantan 2018
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Thank You
Jannick Schmidt
2.-0 LCA consultants
Phone: (+45) 3332 2822
E-mail: jannick.schmidt@lca-net.com

Picture: Jannick Schmidt. Nature conservation, Golden Agri-Resources, Central Kalimantan 2017 & 2018
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Determining low iLUC risk biofuels
ISCC System GmbH

Brussels, 29 January 2019
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.

Low iLUC risk biofuels are produced from crops being cultivated by avoiding
the displacement of biomass for food and feed applications
RED II - low iLUC risk biofuels
 Low iLUC risk biofuels: processed from crops which were cultivated/produced
by avoiding the displacement of biomass being used for food, feed and fibre
applications (additional biomass production; “additionality”)
 Waste and residue-based material as well as forest biomass
can not be classified as feedstocks for low iLUC risk biofuels production
 Feedstocks must be compliant with the sustainability criteria listed in Art.26
of the RED II
 Commission will set up further criteria for certification of low iLUC risk biofuels
via a delegated act by 1 Feb 2019
 Recognized voluntary certification scheme can implement procedures to certify
low iLUC risk biofuels. ISCC is developing and implementing such procedures

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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“Additionality” can be obtained by cultivating
unused land and/or by achieving yield increase
Options for determining low iLUC risk biofuels
ISCC certified operators can opt for the low iLUC
module/add-on to claim biofuel as low iLUC
1. Unused land: expanding cultivation of crops on areas,
which were previously not used for cultivation of crops.
The expansion and production should be in compliance
with the EU sustainability criteria for biofuels
2. Yield increase from agriculture: Increasing crop yields
through improved agricultural practices and investments
into better machinery
3. Minimizing post-harvest losses: Increasing yields via
improved management (handling, transport, etc.) and
processing of harvested crop material
© ISCC use
System
For personal
use only. Reproduction
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal
only.GmbH:
Reproduction
and distribution
is prohibited. and distribution is prohibited.
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Requirements for land in order to be defined
unused land
Option 1: Unused land
Definition of unused land:
Areas which were previously not used for agriculture and have a
low carbon stock and biodiversity value
Additionally, the land must meet the following requirements:
1. Agricultural production is in compliance with EU sustainability
criteria for biofuels
2. Land can be used for agricultural production in compliance
with relevant legal and regulatory requirements as well as
respecting traditional and/or customary land use rights

© ISCC use
System
For personal
use only. Reproduction
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal
only.GmbH:
Reproduction
and distribution
is prohibited. and distribution is prohibited.
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Verification of biomass production on previously
unused land
Option 1: Unused land
ISCC proposes a three steps approach:
1. Land cover and utilization assessment with GRAS
(Global Risk Assessment Services), a tool analysing
remote sensing data
a) Vegetation profile – Examination through e.g. EVI
b) Image interpretation – Satellite and high-resolution images
c) Geo-information – Digital geoportals or cadastre systems

2. Regulatory assessment to determine if land can be
legally used for crop production (e.g. land rights)
3. On-site assessment including assessment of evidences
and soil carbon calculations to verify low carbon stock
and biodiversity value of the land
© ISCC use
System
For personal
use only. Reproduction
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal
only.GmbH:
Reproduction
and distribution
is prohibited. and distribution is prohibited.
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Example of the examination of the vegetation profile and image interpretation
of an area
Option 1: Unused land
DigitalGlobe, 2017
Plantation (certification of iLUC from unused land not
possible)

 The vegetation profile and
image interpretation provides
information on the actual
status of vegetation
 In addition, the examination
can provide information on
land use occurred in the past

Grassland/Unused land (potential certification of iLUC
palm oil from unused land possible)

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.

 This is relevant to detect if
and when in the past LUC
has occurred on the land

6

Conclusion – unused land

 ISCC is able to proof the history of land use with remote sensing technology (land
cover and utilization assessments, image interpretation, EVI time series approach,
digital geo-portals, cadastre systems; on site assessments)
 Approach covers annual and perennial crops
 Compliance with sustainability criteria for biofuels already ensured in regular audits
 Clear definition of unused land required

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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Requirements for determining yield increase
from agriculture
Option 2: Yield increase from agriculture
 “Yield increase from agriculture” is the determination of
“additional biomass” being produced by crops on already
cultivated land
 The yield increase must be achieved via improved land
management (e.g. implementation of at least one GAP
measure)
 “Additional biomass” is calculated against a reference
baseline
 If the “Additional biomass” is in line with the share of
biomass exported to the EU under the RED (compared to
the worldwide production of this crop) the entire production
of respective farms/plantation is eligible as low iLUC risk
feedstocks.
© ISCC use
System
For personal
use only. Reproduction
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal
only.GmbH:
Reproduction
and distribution
is prohibited. and distribution is prohibited.
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“Yield increase from agriculture” can be achieved via implementing GAP measures

Option 2: Yield increase from agriculture
Possible yield increase from agriculture measures within the palm oil sector:
 Re-planting
 Choice of palm variety (e.g. higher yielding variety)
 Fertilisation (e.g. optimisation of fertilisation, use of better fertiliser)
 Crop protection (e.g. change in pest and disease control)
 Harvest practices
 Weed control
 Soil conservation
 Precision farming
 Etc.

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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The determination of a reference baseline for palm oil is necessary for
calculating “additionality”
Option 2: Yield increase from agriculture
Yield development
50
45
40

 Palm yields vary over the life cycle.
Hence, a reference baseline must
be determined taking the natural
development of the yield into
account
 Calculation of the baseline using a
theoretical curve based on
statistical yield developments

35
30
25

 This curve could be based on the
following factors:

20
15

• Quality of plants (and seeds)

10

• Management (e.g. smallholders)
• Climate

5
0

• Soil
0 1
Years

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Yield development

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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Additionality can be defined as the difference between the theoretical yield
achieved without GAP and the yield after the application of GAP
Option 2: Yield increase from agriculture
Yield development
50
45

 Following information shall be obtained from palm plantation
owner:

40
35

• Age of the plantation

30

• Average yearly yield amounts of the last 3 years

 Alignment of the average yield development with the
theoretical yield curve and determination of the baseline

25
20

 Verification of GAP measures and determination of the
expected yield increase

15
10

 Monitoring of the yield increase

5
0

0 1
Years

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2

19
2 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

Yield
development
Theoretical
yield development
Yield development after application of GAP
Low iLUC risk palm oil
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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?

Increasing yields via improved management and
processing of harvested crop material
Option 3: Minimizing post-harvest losses
 “Yield increase” via improved management and processing
of harvested crop material
 “Yield increase” shall be calculated against a reference
baseline
 Increasing yields shall be achieved via improved
management (handling, transport, etc.) and processing of
harvested crop material
 There must be evidences of the implementation of at least
one improved processing measure

© ISCC use
System
For personal
use only. Reproduction
© ISCC System GmbH: For personal
only.GmbH:
Reproduction
and distribution
is prohibited. and distribution is prohibited.
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Challenges for smallholders to implement yield increase meaasures – ISCC online
tools, mobile apps and services can be instrumental
Smallholder challenges
Due to their low yields smallholders are likely candidates for
yield increase. However:

Example: ISCC smallholder dashboard

 Bad agricultural practices, aging trees and lack of highquality inputs leaves them with low and declining productivity

Field

ISH

 Smallholders lack know-how and resources to implement
any yield increase measures
 Especially independent smallholders have no access to
finance as they are not bankable
 ISCC online tools and mobile apps enable smallholders to
provide full traceability, no-deforestation proof and yield
information

ISH
Street
City

 ISCC services can provide access to micro-financing

© ISCC System GmbH: For personal use only. Reproduction and distribution is prohibited.
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Conclusion – yield increase from agriculture

 Certification of improved management practices resulting in additional yields per land unit is
possible
 Determination of a reference baseline is challenging (methodology and data availability for the
creation of the theoretical baseline curve for palm trees (different varieties, soil, weather, etc.)
 Determination and verification of yield increase as function of GAP measures is challenging as well
(‘easy’ in case of re-planting smallholder fields)
 If the additional biomass is in line with the share of biomass exported to the EU under the RED
(compared to the total production of this crop) then the entire production of respective
farms/plantation could be considered to be eligible as low iLUC risk feedstock
 Clear rules required in order to set reference baseline and to determine yield increase.
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Many thanks for your attention!

Follow us on

ISCC System GmbH
Hohenzollernring 72, 50672 Cologne, Germany
Email: info@iscc-system.org
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EUROPE´S ROLE IN ECOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION
GAR LUNCH WORKSHOP, BRUSSLES 29 JANUARY 2019.

HORACIO GONZALEZ ALEMÁN
SPANISH FOUNDATION FOR
SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL .

1)

SPANISH FOUNDATION FOR
SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL INTRODUCTION

• Founded in 2017
• A dozen of companies from all the links of the chain
(producers-refiners-users)
• Main objectives:
o

To participate in public debate on the basis
of science

o

To promote the uses of sustainable palm oil in
Spain.

2) SPANISH FOUNDATION FOR
SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL
– OUR PRIORITY
• To promote and encourage sustainable production
& consumption of Palm Oil at national and
European level, through a common approach with
our colleagues from other national initiatives and
EPOA.
• BUT …Facts are stubborn, and Palm Oil has been
demonized in an absolutely irrational way.

3) WHAT ARE THE REASONS
BEHIND?
• An overdose of drama in our modern society
• The “negativity instinct” (our tendency to notice the
bad more than the good)
• The “fear instinct” (when we are afraid, we do not
see clearly: critical thinking is always difficult, but
almost impossible when we are scared):
o

The “urgency instinct” (Now or never!!),

o

The prevalence of opinion over Science.

4)

“FACTS ARE STUBBORN”,
FOR BETTER AND FOR WORSE.

FOR BETTER
• No doubt that there is a need to improve the
sustainability of economic activities in general and
in particular for global production of crops and
livestock products,
BUT WE CANNOT IGNORE FACTS.

5) WHEN IT COMES TO SUSTAINABILITY OF PALM
OIL
• ISCC is the reference for all imported Palm Oil for
biofuel production in Europe,
• on food and feed uses, 74% of Pal Oil is certified
sustainable, while 84% is sourced under No
Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NPDE)
policies.
• NO OTHER COMMODITY HAS REACHED SUCH HIGH
LEVELS OF SUSTAINABILITY STANDARDS.

6)

DO WE HAVE ACHIEVED OUR GOALS? NOT
AT ALL!!

• BUT we are much better positioned to reduce the
negative impact of our product than others, and
efforts are tangible:
• Improving conditions for ISCC
• Amsterdam Declaration 2020
• Reshaping rules for RSPO
AND IT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN THE
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL DEBATE.

6) SEEK FOR BALANCE
• IF WE DO NOT BALANCE THE DEBATE
• if we do not drive discussions having in mind
science & facts and efforts already made
= We can only expect negative consequences.
DO NOT FOCUS ONLY ON THE PROBLEMS; LET’S BRING
SOLUTIONS ALSO ON BOARD.

7) HOW?
• DO NOT FOCUS ON BAN, IT’S NEVER A SOLUTION.
• DO NOT DISCRIMINATE ANY SPECIFIC FEEDSTOCK, BETTER
IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ALL.
• THINK IN THE GLOBAL VEGETABLE OIL MARKETS:
CESSATION OF THIS PALM OIL USE WOULD MEAN SEVERE
DISPRUPTIONS AT GLOBAL LEVEL (AVAILABILITY, PRICES…)
• DO NOT FORGET THE SOCIAL DIMENSION. HAS ANYBODY
TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION THE THOUSANDS OF SMALL
HOLDERS AND PRODUCERS THAT RELY ON PALM OIL? OR
THE OVERALL ECONOMIC IMPACT ON DEVELOPING
ECONOMIES?

8) PERSPECTIVE
• LET’S PUT THINGS INTO PRESPECTIVE: ACT IMPROVING
SUSTAINABILITY CONDITIONS, GIVE ENOUGH TIME
FOR CHANGE, INCORPORATE THE ENTIRE ELEMENTS
AT STAKE (POLITICS, ECONOMICS, and SOCIETY), DO
NOT FORGET LEGAL CERTAINTY, LET THE MARKET
WORK …
• AND TAKE A NEW PERSPECTIVE FROM THE BOTTLE: IT´S
HALF FULL, NOT HALF EMPTY!!

